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A brand-new meme coin project called Base Dawgz ($DAWGZ) is presently soliciting presale money.
It functions mostly on the Base network, one of the ecosystems with the quickest pace of growth in
2024. Additionally, $DAWGZ will go live on other well-known networks, guaranteeing cross-chain
compatibility for token owners.

 

How to purchase Base Dawgz during the presale is covered in this guide. We also look at the
possible benefits of Base Dawgz, how it operates, and the risks you should weigh before moving
forward.

 

 

Trade on BTCC with 10 FREE USDT.

Sign up today to redeem your bonus.

10,055 USDT DEPOSIT BONUS

 

What you should know about Base Dawgz is as follows:

 

Presale Project: The eagerly awaited presale campaign for Base Dawgz has officially begun. The
amount raised in the first 24 hours is close to $215,000. Since the presale is still in its first stage,
investors who act now will receive the best deal. Tokens for $DAWGZ are being sold for $0.00479.
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Dog-Themed Meme currency: Base Dawgz is essentially a meme currency that draws inspiration
from the Shiba Inu breed of dogs. These days, meme coins—especially those on the Base
network—are very popular. Staking pools, or passive incentives for holders, are another feature
provided by Base Dawgz. Additionally, a refer-to-earn concept has been established. Ten percent of
the investment amount, payable in USDT, is awarded to those who recommend investors to the
presale.

 

Interpretability Across Chains: Base Dawgz functions within the ever expanding Base network.
However, because $DAWGZ will work in other ecosystems as well, it also provides cross-chain
interpretability. This covers Avalanche, Polygon, BNB, Ethereum, and Solana. Base Dawgz will thus
be exposed to the world’s busiest blockchain networks.

 

Post-Presale Listings: Base Dawgz is a pre-listing project at the moment, meaning that investors
will purchase $DAWGZ tokens prior to their public sale. Base Dawgz will become live on
decentralised exchanges following the presale. In order to gain more visibility, it will also
collaborate with centralised platforms.

 

 

GET 10,055 USDT DEPOSIT BONUS

 

What is Base Dawgz (DAWGZ)?
 

To sum up, Base Dawgz is an emerging meme coin initiative. It’s based on Coinbase’s rapidly
expanding network, Base. Due of Base’s ultra-low costs and instantaneous transactions, this network
is perfect for exchanging meme coins. Still, Base Dawgz is a meme currency that works with other
chains. It may so function on various networks.
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All of the following are part of it: Solana, Ethereum, Avalanche, Polygon, and BNB. Because of this,
Base Dawgz will be able to connect to the most dynamic blockchain networks. Base Dawgz also
allows token holders to switch chains whenever they choose, which means it supports
interpretability.

 

Basis Dawgz has chosen the Shiba Inu dog breed as their emblem, similar to numerous meme
currencies. Although this isn’t entirely original, the most successful meme coin projects—like FLOKI,
Dogecoin, and Shiba Inu—use a similar idea. Presale participants expect huge returns despite Base
Dawgz’s lack of intrinsic value.

 

Since the success or failure of presale tokens is completely unpredictable, these possible gains are
already factored into the risk spectrum. As an example, $8 million is the bare minimum for a presale.
There will be a presale where 20% of the token supply is sold. Therefore, following the presale, the
market capitalization must be at least $40 million. A lot of meme coins are valued more than a billion
dollars, therefore the potential gain might be substantial.

 

Plus, once the presale is over, investors can stake their $DAWGZ tokens. Despite the lack of stated
APYs, early staking of new cryptocurrencies sometimes yields substantial interest yields.
Additionally, Base Dawgz has a refer-to-earn programme going. All you have to do is share your
special referral link with your loved ones.

 



And when they put money into the presale, you’ll get 10% of the retail price. The currency used to
pay referral commissions is USDT. Do not put more money into Base Dawgz than you can afford to
lose, even though it has all the makings of the next big cryptocurrency. Remember that presales,
particularly for new meme currencies, are extremely risky. You run the risk of losing money as much
as you stand to gain it.
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How to Buy Base Dawgz (DAWGZ)？
 

Skilled cryptocurrency traders can invest in presales in a matter of minutes. A cryptocurrency wallet
that you can keep your coins in on your own is all that’s required. But you might require some
assistance if this is your initial purchase of presale tokens.

 

Keep reading, and we’ll show you the quickest way to purchase Base Dawgz tokens.
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Step 1: Create a Wallet That Is Compatible with Base Chain

 

Establishing a wallet is, thus, the initial stage. In order to participate in the Base Dawgz presale, you
will need this. Things become more complicated from here on out.

 

Popular cryptocurrencies such as ETH, BNB, and SOL are all welcome in the Base Dawgz presale. It
follows that you can use any wallet that works with these systems. But Base Dawgz is a token for the
Base network. What this means is that you need to select a wallet that can communicate with the
Base network.

 

Choose Trust Wallet instead. It works with Base and any other network that Base Dawgz supports.
Over a hundred million traders have downloaded the Trust Wallet app, which is available for both
Android and iOS.

 

Get the Trust Wallet app, install it, and launch it. Set up a new wallet and a PIN at the same time.
Your backup passphrase will appear as a string of twelve random words on the screen. Make sure
you record it in the right sequence and store it securely.



 

It’s time to purchase some coins and add them to your Trust Wallet. The Base Dawgz presale may
only accept this coin.
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Step 2: Deposit Coins to the Trust Wallet

 

Take a look at these choices:

ETH/USDT (Base)
ETH/USDT (Ethereum)
BNB (BNB Chain)
AVAX (Avalanche)
SOL (Solana)

 

 

You can invest using one of the aforementioned coins if you already possess one. The Trust Wallet
app allows you to buy some if you don’t have any.

 

To purchase a coin, just click the “Buy” button. On the Ethereum network, USDT is our
recommendation. Its value is directly proportional to the US dollar, making it easy to gauge your
investment.

 

Based on the currency and payment method you want, Trust Wallet will suggest the optimal fiat
gateway. Many online payment processors accept major credit cards and certain electronic wallets.

 

A government-issued photo ID and your personal details will need to be entered. Please note that
this needs to be done just once. Instant coin purchases will be available thereafter.

 

You will see the coins in your Trust Wallet balance once everything is confirmed.
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Step 3: Link Wallet to the Website for Pre-Sale

 

The prerequisites for participating in the Base Dawgz presale have been fulfilled.

 

The presale dashboard can be accessed by visiting the Base Dawgz website and then clicking on the
selected network. Each of the five logos stands for one of the supported networks.

 

Click the Ethereum logo if you’re investing USDT on the Ethereum network, as indicated. Select
“Connect Wallet” from the menu that appears. The next step in investing is to select your wallet. If
you listened to our advice, that’s Trust Wallet.

 

 



 

 

Prior to establishing a connection to the Base Dawgz website, Trust Wallet will request
authorization. Proceed to the next stage when you confirm the connection.
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Step 4: Finish the Base Dawgz Pre-Sale Purchase

 

A connection between your wallet and the presale page should now be visible. The next step in
exchanging coins for $DAWGZ is to input the desired amount of coins.

 

As an illustration, we have entered 750 USDT. According to the presale dashboard, 156,576



$DAWGZ tokens will be distributed. Since the presale price is now $0.00479.

 

The last thing to do is to verify the investment using your linked wallet. Therefore, launch Trust
Wallet and give your approval for the deal. After that, the presale wallet belonging to Base Dawgz
will get the coins.
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Step 5: Get Tokens for $DAWGZ

 

Investors will receive $DAWGZ tokens from Base Dawgz once the presale concludes. Go back to
Base Dawgz’s website to get your tokens when that happens.

 

You must link the identical wallet that was utilised for investment. This will make sure that no one
else can file a claim. After that, the funds will be moved to your Trust Wallet. They will stay until you
make the decision to sell.

 

 

Why Buy Base Dawgz?
 

 

The fundamentals of Base Dawgz’s operation have been covered. Let’s investigate the investment
theory now.

 

Here’s why 2024’s Base Dawgz cryptocurrency presale might be among the greatest.

 

Base Meme Coins Have a Catchy Story: One of the most reliable exchanges in the world,
Coinbase, supports Base, a layer 2 network. With more than 100 million users, Coinbase just
introduced its “Smart Wallet.” Retail customers will find it easier to invest in Base meme currencies
from their Coinbase account as a result. In light of this, Base is one of the networks that is



expanding the fastest, with members such as Mochi, Toshi, and Brett making substantial profits.
Since $DAWGZ’s primary home is the Base network, it is profiting from these trends.

 

Share-to-Earn: A technique for sharing to earn has been developed by the Base Dawgz team. To
put it simply, points are awarded to those who share Base Dawgz material on social media. Then,
accumulated points can be exchanged for tokens worth $DAWGZ. This is a wise decision because it
will promote the project to the cryptocurrency community naturally and without the need for
running funds.

Cross-Chain Access: $DAWGZ tokens will function on other networks in addition to Base. This
covers well-known ecosystems such as BNB, Solana, and Ethereum. Not to mention emerging
networks such as Polygon and Avalanche. Therefore, purchasing Base Dawgz is simple for any
current traders inside these ecosystems. As a result, holders of $DAWGZ will greatly benefit from
the abundance of organic liquidity in the market.

 

Presale Discount: As the lowest entry price before to the exchange listing, seasoned meme
currency investors frequently purchase tokens during the presale campaign. It’s the same with the
Base Dawgz presale. Investors in stage one only pay $0.00479 for each token. Each five days, the
presale price rises by 5%. This implies a 5% gain on each implementation of the price hike.

 

Staking Benefits: The ability to stake $DAWGZ tokens is an additional incentive to purchase Base
Dawgz. Passive rewards will result from this. You only need to unstake your stakes when you’re
prepared to cash out your position. You can increase your $DAWGZ earning potential by doing this.
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Conclusion
 

Invest in a genuine Base meme coin during the Base Dawgz presale. It’s a once in a lifetime chance.
The presale price goes raised by 5% every five days, giving investors a quick return on their
investment.

 

In addition to supporting Ethereum, Polygon, Avalanche, and Solana, Base Dawgz is a meme coin
that works on several chains. Because Base Dawgz’s success is by no means guaranteed, presale
participants should exercise caution and do their homework before investing.

 

 

 

How to Trade Crypto Futures on BTCC?
 

 

Now you can trade BTC on  BTCC. BTCC supports a diverse selection of cryptocurrencies for
trading. This includes popular cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin
(LTC), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), and others. BTCC also offers products such as crypto, gold, and
tokenized stocks to help investors rationally allocate their assets.

 

1. Register an Account

 

Join BTCC now and get up to 10,055 USDT when you deposit and trade. Click the button below to
sign up now.

 

 

2. Deposit Funds
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Once your account is set up, you’ll need to deposit funds into your BTCC account. BTCC July offer
various deposit methods such as bank transfers, cryptocurrency deposits, or other payment options.
Choose the method that works best for you and follow the instructions provided to deposit funds into
your account. BTCC mainly offers USDT margin and future trading. Therefore, you need to buy
USDT  before trading.

 

 

How to Buy Tether USDT Guide

 

 

 

 

3.How to Trade BTC?

 

Here are the steps to trade BTC on BTCC

 

1) First, tap “Futures” on the website homepage

 

 

https://www.btcc.com/en-US/markets/buy/Tether USDt


2) Select a product you would like to trade from the list here. BTCC currently offers daily and
perpetual futures

 

 

 

3) Check time to settlement.  The settlement time of these futures type is different, you can check
the time for settlement for each product here.

 



 

 

 

4) After choosing product, you can decide whther you would like to buy or sell it.  You only need to
own USDT to trade USDT-margined futures.  That is to say you can sell BTCUSDT futures without
owing any BTC Coin.

 



 

 

5) Then select your order type, and choose your leverage.

 

 

 

 

If you choose Limit or SL/TP order, you will need to enter your order price here.

 



 

 

Enter the quantity or choose the percentage under the quantity field.

 

 

 

 

You can also set up stop loss or take profit targets to limit losses or maximise earnings.

 



 

 

 

6)After everything is set up, Buy or  Sell to play your order. A confirmation window will show up,
 check if all info is correct and click [Confirm] to open the position.
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About BTCC
 

BTCC is a leading cryptocurrency trading platform that is distinguished by its ability to balance the
simplicity of use with advanced features. It provides a comprehensive educational program through
the BTCC Academy, 24/7 customer support, and robust security to both novices and experts. BTCC is
a top choice for digital asset investors due to its emphasis on user contentment, which fosters a
secure and informed trading environment across a variety of cryptocurrencies.

 

BTCC is one of the few exchanges in the market that offers high-leverage options for investors and
concentrates extensively on futures trading. Users have access to more than 300 USDT-margined
perpetual trading pairs, which encompass numerous prominent altcoins and meme-coins.
Additionally, the platform has recently implemented spot trading to facilitate novice users who may
not be acquainted with futures trading.

 

 

Established Reputation: BTCC is one of the oldest and most well-known cryptocurrency
exchanges, having been operational since 2011. Its history in the market enhances its
credibility and trustworthiness.
A Diverse Selection of Cryptocurrencies: BTCC allows customers to access and exchange a
wide range of digital assets.
Margin and Futures Trading: BTCC provides margin and futures trading options, allowing
customers to expand their trading holdings and potentially increase their profits.
Proficient Trading Instruments: such as real-time market data, trading charts, and
technical analysis indicators. These tools can help users make informed trading decisions.
Security Measures: BTCC values security and uses a variety of safeguards to secure
customer payments and information. This includes two-factor authentication (2FA) and cold
storage of cryptocurrency assets.

 

 

 

 

BTCC Guide:

 

How to Trade Crypto Futures Contracts on BTCC
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BTCC Guide-How to Deposit Crypto on BTCC?
What is Crypto Futures Trading – Beginner’s Guide
What is Leverage in Cryptocurrency? How Can I Trade at 100X Leverage?
BTCC Review 2024: Best Crypto Futures Exchange

 

 

Crypto Buying Guides:

How To Buy Bitcoin (BTC)
How To Buy Picoin
How To Buy Ethereum (ETH)
How To Buy Dogecoin (DOGE)
How To Buy Pepe Coin (PEPE) 
How To Buy Ripple (XRP) 

 

 

Crypto Prediction:

 

Ethereum (ETH) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030 — Will ETH Reach $10,000?
Ethereum Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030: How High Can ETH Go in 2024?
Bitcoin (BTC) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030 — Is BTC a Good Investment?
Ripple (XRP) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030 — Will XRP Reach $1 After SEC Lawsuit?
Pi Coin Price Prediction 2024,2025,2030 — Is Pi Coin a Good Buy?
Pepe (PEPE) Price Prediction 2024, 2025, 2030 – Will PEPE Reach $1
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